
Term 2 (Half Term 3 and Half Term 4) Shape, Space and Measure SET 1 Y9 HEGARTY MATHS

TOPICS HOURS: 42 (CLIP NUMBERS)

Shape, Space and Measure
Geometric reasoning 

Solve geometric reasoning problems requiring the use of several angle properties including angles in parallel lines 2 Clip 490

Angles in polygons 

Recap how to calculate interior and exterior angles in regular and irregular polygons 3 Clip 561,562,563,564

Constructing equations

Construct equations to solve problems involving shape, e.g angles are 2x, 3x, 4x find the smallest angle 2 N/A

Volume 

Calculate the volume of prisms including cylinders Clip 570,571,572,573

Solve problems involving volumes of shapes Clip 583

Congruence & Similar Shapes

Understand what it means for shapes to be 'congruent' (just definition) Clip 680 

Understand what it means for shapes to be 'similar' Clip 608,611

Find missing lengths of similar shapes Clip 608,611

Use the link between scale factors for length, area and volume to solve problems, extend to when scale factors are represented as ratios Clip 608-621

Extend the link between scale factors to converting metric units for length, area and volume Clip 700,701,702,703

Transformations

Reflect shapes in a mirror line where the mirror line has to be drawn given its equation Clip 639,640,641

Translate shapes using vector notation Clip 638

Rotate shapes and find the centre of rotation Clip 648,649

Enlarge shapes, given a centre of enlargement and a positive whole number or positive fractional scale factor Clip 645,646,647

Construction 

Find the perpendicular bisector of a line segment Clip 660

Construct a perpendicular to a line at a given point Clip 662

Bisect a given angle Clip 661

Scale drawings and maps

Use scales on maps and diagrams to work out lengths and distances. 2 Clip 865

Pythagoras and trigonometry

Recap pythagoras theorem for finding the hypotenuse and a shorter side Clip 498,499,510,512

Use the trigonometric ratios to find the size of unknown sides and angles in a right-angled triangle Clip 509,510,511,512

Solve pythagoras and trigonometry 2d problems. For example, when two triangles are joined Clip 503,504, 513,514

Compound Measures 

Solve problems involving density and speed Clip 716, 725, 732, 

Use unit pricing to solve best buy problems Clip 763,764

Upper and lower bounds 

Understand why measurement errors occur Clip 774

Identify the upper and lower bounds of a measurement Clip 137

Calculate the error interval and understand what this represents Clip 775,776,777

Find the upper and lower bound of a measure given by a formula Clip 139

REVISION FOR END OF TERM TEST (4 hours) 4
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